Why Republican Leaders Love Renewable Energy
By Joshua Rhodes
Sept. 25, 2018 – Or at least, they should?  A common misconception in today’s hyper-polarized world is that people more aligned with the political left are more in favor of renewable energy than those that politically lean to the right, who presumably want more fossil fuels.  While this might feel like the case, given the current state of our national caricature, the local story can be more nuanced.
Republicans from Texas to Iowa regularly extoll the virtues of renewables like wind and solar power.  And for good reason.  Rural Republican districts are often the locations with the best solar and wind resources.  When those resources are harnessed, they bring good jobs to places where new sources of employment are often otherwise scarce.  In fact, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ #1 and #2 fastest growing jobs in the U.S. are solar panel installers and wind turbine technicians.  These jobs are good, solid middle class jobs, with annual salaries pushing close to 6 figures.  Beyond construction, the plants (particularly wind farms, with their many moving parts) offer good jobs in the long term.
Not only do wind and solar power bring jobs, they increase the local tax base for revenue-starved public schools and other districts.  For example, Nolan County in Texas has seen its tax base increase almost 8-fold, to nearly $3 billion, since the West Texas wind rush began.  A cash influx like that can make the Friday Night Lights even brighter.
So why the disconnect between the rhetoric and reality?  Well, since all politics is local, let’s go local, real local.  The 1st map below (see original URL) comes from a study that The University of Texas at Austin’s Energy Institute released in 2016, called The Full Cost of Electricity.  The study comprised a total of 15 white papers that examined the all-in cost of electricity from power plant to wall socket.  It will soon be re-released with more up-to-date data.  In one of those papers, researchers analyzed 4 types of coal facilities, 3 types of natural gas plants, nuclear, 3 types of solar, and on-shore wind to calculate the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for new power plants in every county of the continental U.S.
The cost assumptions that underlie each generating technology were recently updated.  This map (see original URL), on a county-by-county basis, shows the updated results (green = wind, purple = utility solar PV, red-orange = natural gas combined cycle).  It shows, by area, that onshore wind is cheapest in almost 25% of the U.S., utility solar PV in almost 40%, and natural gas combined cycle in some 35%.  Wind dominates from North Dakota to west Texas, as well as in New York, Iowa and western Minnesota.  Solar dominates not only in the Southwest, but in the South Atlantic states, a belt north of the Ohio and White Rivers.  Solar is also cheapest in much of Wisconsin and Minnesota, plus eastern Oklahoma.  Gas is cheapest in the Northwest, from Louisiana and Pensacola to Fort Smith and Kentucky, in lower Michigan, near the coast of Mid-Atlantic states, and in southern New England.  The map is online and interactive so users can change the capital costs assumptions, discount rates, fuel costs and even include externalities such as CO2.
Note that all maps (and their respective cost figures) in this article do not include any externalities, but do include the tax credits.
In the original study, wind, solar and natural gas were the cheapest options in most places.  Since their costs have continued to decline, much has stayed the same.  However, in this new release, users are also given the option of viewing the same data aggregated to Congressional districts.
For each Congressional district (CD), the cheapest county (and its cheapest technology) was selected to represent that district.  On the website users can also download the data aggregated to the county or CD-level.  It shows onshore wind as cheapest in some 40% of the U.S. by area, utility solar PV in almost 30%, and natural gas combined cycle in almost 30%.  At the county level, wind is cheapest for only small or modest sections of West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Montana, Wyoming and New England.  But it dominates those areas at the CD level.  The effect is also substantial in Illinois, Virginia, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Michigan and Wisconsin. 
The online version also lets you show only districts from each political party, showing not only where those districts are, but what technologies might be a good fit.
These maps perhaps provide a good picture of why local Republicans love renewable energy: it is often the cheapest technology to build in their districts and brings jobs with it.  Of the 240 Republican districts (in the continental U.S.), 157 have wind or solar as their cheapest electricity option.  For the 192 districts represented by Democrats, 105 have wind or solar as their cheapest technology.
The levelized cost of electricity is not a perfect metric for assessing the viability of building a new power plant, as it only provides part of the answer (the other part being the value of electricity at that location).  But it is a useful screening tool.  Already, many of the fuel and technology options highlighted on these maps are being built in those locations.  Since renewable energy seems to be one of the few things these days with bipartisan support, surely we can afford to double down on it.
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